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Background of the Study 

Ökopol GmbH – Institut für Ökologie und Politik in Hamburg, Germany (in the following referred to as Ökopol) 

was contracted by bluesign technologies ag to perform an assessment of its chemical assessment approach. The 

chemical assessment is a part of the bluesign® SYSTEM (see bluesign® CRITERIA for chemical assessment v3.0) 

and conducted via the web application bluesign® TOOL. 

The bluesign® SYSTEM claims to provide a chemical assessment that 

• is based on an independent third-party evaluation and rating, 

• provides transparency by publishing the results of the assessments in a database, the ‘bluesign® 

FINDER’ 

This report was generated to: 

• Explain the Bluesign approach, in particular the chemical assessment methodology, 

• describe the elements of the system for a broad audience and 

• increase the transparency by a description of the system limits (what is in, what does the system not 

cover)  

It was furthermore the aim of the independent assessment and to identify improvement potential for future 

revisions of the system elements. 

Remark: For antimicrobial agents, flame retardants and nano-scale chemical products there is – in addition to 

the chemical assessment described in this review report – an authorization process including a life cycle risk 

assessment installed. This procedure is not part of the review report at hand. 

Ököpol is a highly recognised consultancy in the field of chemicals legislation. Ökopol’s work in the field of 

chemicals and chemicals legislation, in particular the REACH-regulation, range from the development of practical 

implementation tools, such as guidance documents or IT-tools, the organisation of strategic dialogue processes, 

studies on the evaluation of policy success or strategic consulting of enterprises and other actors on their options 

to act. Ökopol´s clients include among others the EU-Commission, the public administration at federal, state and 

local level, leading business associations, individual companies and NGOs. 

Bluesign approach assessment modules 

With its system for chemical assessment, the Bluesign approach is compatible with comparable approaches 

from the regulatory field or the environment of industry solutions and eco-labels. In many cases, the system 

also goes beyond these approaches. Through its holistic approach to the various aspects of product 

manufacture, the overall result is a highly sophisticated scheme that helps to eliminate the most hazardous 

substances from wide areas of production and to manage the use of substances with less hazardous properties 

in such a way that risks to human health and the environment are controlled throughout the life cycle.  
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Figure 1: Overview on bluesign® SYSTEM elements, black = not permitted, grey = permitted with 
additional risk managements, blue = permitted without further management (grey, 
blue can be bluesign® APPROVED chemical products 

Decisive for the high degree of control is the elimination of the most hazardous substance properties (e.g. 

SVHC, POP CMR) on an exclusively hazard-based approach via an MRSL (in the bluesign® system called 

bluesign® system black limits, short: BSBL1). This approach follows the idea that if certain substances are not 

contained in the rated chemical products in the first place, they cannot pose a problem in any life cycle stage 

and thus the BSBL has a gatekeeper function for the system. 

This philosophy is continued on the second observation level of the ready-formulated chemical products 

(mixtures). Here too, the extent of what is permissible in terms of classifications is limited. The now risk-based 

approach is based on modelling of potential exposure and is based on models commonly used in regulatory 

contexts such as REACH. However, due to the high level of expertise and sector knowledge of the experts 

involved, it is possible to make numerous refinements to the usual Tier 1 risk assessments. This results in many 

more specific exposure scenarios that allow the use of chemical mixtures in different types of production to be 

assessed. It is also crucial that the framework conditions of the technical processes are defined based on the 

assessment and that certain applications (grey) may only be used with additional appropriate risk 

management. The assessment of mixtures is supplemented by defining additional limits for the use of certain 

environmentally relevant substance groups (AOX and fluorine compounds as total fluorine).  

Regarding the fluorinated substances, Bluesign will follow the path of complete substitution and thus also 

answer a relevant question for the industry with regard to the sustainability of products. For the EU area, this 

may only anticipate what would have been established with the planned restriction on PFASs under REACH, but 

it is also a signal to the global system partners to take this step. 

Control over chemicals is also generated from the other end of the production chain, in that the bluesign® 
SYSTEM also regulates the use or release of substances that were not already banned via the BSBL via the 

 
 
1 The bluesign® system black limits (BSBL) specifies threshold limits for chemical substances in finished chemical products 
such as auxiliaries or dyes. It includes all substances from the publicly available bluesign® system substances list (BSSL) 
Consumer safety limits for which a usage ban is defined. The BSBL is publicly available and updated yearly (current Version 
2022: version 4.0. 
https://www.bluesign.com/downloads/bsbl/2022/bsbl_v40.pdf  

https://www.bluesign.com/downloads/bsbl/2022/bsbl_v40.pdf
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bluesign® system substances list (BSSL2) in the finished articles. This instrument defines limit values for the 

use and release for substances that may be used or are present in finished articles and thus have an exposure 

potential for consumers. BSSL (consumer safety) limits are determined by considering various factors 
such as specific substance hazards, detection limits of currently available analytical methods, and 
legal restrictions. Safe substance concentrations on a textile are estimated by exposure scenario 
calculations (for oral, dermal and inhalative exposure), taking into account toxicological data for each 
substance. These calculations are the science-driven basis to arrive at BSSL limits with usage ranges 
A, B, C. With its ambitious limit values and testing procedures the BSSL helps to realise the aspect consumer 

safety.  

The chemical control measures in the input (BSBL, mixture assessment) and in the output (consumer safety via 

the BSSL) are complemented by the two modules on occupational safety and air emissions (these are also 

partly the subject of the mixture assessment, and the water pathway is also assessed there). Remark: Only 

Input Stream Management and application of the appropriate processes at the article manufacturer can ensure 

System compliance. Simple dissemination of the module requirements (such as BSBL or BSSL) to the supply 

chain does with the only purpose of obtaining a compliance declaration is not sufficient to establish system 

compliance. 

Overall, the Bluesign system with its six levels of assessment (system pillars) is an extremely sophisticated and 

comprehensive system for chemical control. Since all levels are applied additively (i.e. each criterion must be 

fulfilled individually), a high level of safety is generated. 

 

Figure 2: The bluesign® SYSTEM overview, additivity of assessment levels 

 
 
2 The BSSL specifies limits for chemical substances in articles (consumer safety limits). More than 1000 chemical substances 
are listed. The BSSL is publicly available and updated yearly (current Version 2022: version 13.0). 
https://www.bluesign.com/downloads/bssl/2022/bssl_v13.0.pdf 

https://www.bluesign.com/downloads/bssl/2022/bssl_v13.0.pdf
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It should be emphasised that limit values  of the BSBL,BSSL and also in the other assessment modules for 

workers, air or other environmentally relevant groups of substances are always oriented at least to the strictest 

regulatory limit values within which system partners operate. Often they go beyond them. In addition to the 

security of having a high level of control over the chemicals used, users of the system can therefore always be 

sure that they are acting in a legally compliant way when using them.  

As the bluesign® APPROVED products can also be found by non-system partners via the bluesign® FINDER, 

Bluesign also enables other market participants to use the assessment results and thus offers an opportunity 

for third parties to generate a positive effect on their chemicals management and the associated risk control 

(although without further verification of the conditions of use by the system owner). In addition, the 

requirements of other systems that are relevant in the field of textiles (e.g. ZDHC level 3) are also fulfilled. 

Bluesign® CRITERIA for production sites 

Since the bluesign® SYSTEM interacts with the product life cycle of a textile on various life cycle stages, he 

decisive factor for the extent of its benefit is to achieve the greatest possible coverage of all stages of 

production.  Only if all market actors at all stages of the textile production commit to the principles and 

productions standards defined the overall environmental performance will be strengthened in an optimal way. 

This is underlined by the fact that system partners not only commit to using bluesign® APPROVED chemicals, 

but also have to establish certain production standards before they can become bluesign® SYSTEM PARTNERs. 

These include: 

● Legal compliance 

● Social responsibility 

● Management System (Quality, Environment, Occupational Health and Safety) 

● Input stream management 

● Product Stewardship (Chemical suppliers) 

● Chemicals management (Manufacturers) 

● Resource productivity 

● Emission management 

● Occupational Health and Safety 

● Handling and Storage of hazardous materials 

● Emergency preparedness  

This ensures that only companies that have the necessary infrastructure, organisational and technical 

prerequisites to realistically implement the high requirements regarding the use and control of chemicals 

participate in the system. 

Further remarks and outlook 

An important step in the further development of the system was the increased involvement of third-party 

stakeholders and in the further development of the criteria and a transparent publication of background 

documents, which can contribute to an overall higher acceptance of the system. A next step in the further 

development of the system could be the full implementation of ISO 14021, which sets out requirements for 

Type I ecolabels and thus provides better opportunities for consideration in public procurement. 

In addition, the chemical assessment approach can be extended to other industry sectors beyond the current 

scope of textiles and associated products. 

Furthermore, it also seems important to consider the overall climate impact of production. This applies to 

textile production itself, but also to the current core area of the bluesign® SYSTEM, which is increasingly 
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coming into focus. For some time now, the EU has been working on criteria for chemicals that should fulfil safe 

and sustainable design requirements and go far beyond the mere hazardousness of the substances3. 

 
 
3 Strategic Research and Innovation Plan for safe and sustainable Chemicals and Materials 
https://ec.europa.eu/assets/rtd/srip/2022/  

https://ec.europa.eu/assets/rtd/srip/2022/

